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Special to the New Mexican.
Taos, X. M., May 13. Yesterday a
lot of intoxicated Indians from the
pueblo of Taos raided the ranches of
homesteaders north of town and after
cutting fences drove off ail the stock.
They assaulted Mrs. L. S. Meyers and
babies, Mrs. Meyers is the wife of a
homesteader. Indignation and feeling
runs high. Court is in session here
and if the names of the evildoers who
sold the liquor to the Indians, as well
as of tfhe Pueblos who were participants in the raid, can b obtained, indictments will follow i lickly. The
New MexiPueblos, being citizens
co, are amenable to tl.e territorial
laws, and are no longe. wards of the
United States except in a restricted
sense. The authorities are investigating and arrests may follow when further trouble is anticipated.
Request for Militia.
At the request of citizens of Taos,
Judge John R. McFie, this forenoon
telegraphed to Governor Mills for a
company of militia, the sheriff, apparently feeling himself unable to
Fifty men
cope with the situation.
were mobilized of the two companies
in this city and arrangements made for
a special train to hurry the men to
Taos, in case expected confirmation
from the sheriff of the county was received, as under the law, it is required
that the sheriff must notify the governor that he is unable to maintain
peace before the troops can be sent.
no appropriation is
"Unfortunately,
available for an emergency of this
kind, but Governor Mills and Adjutant General Brookes will be firm in
dealing with the situation, which it is
hoped is not as serious as ax, first impression semed to be the case.
Governor Hears From Sheriff.
This afternoon Governor Mills re
ceived a message from Sheriff Elizan- dro Quintana saying that the situa
tion is grave and joining in a request

Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 13. In the
investigation today,
Senator Root reading the treaty with
Mexico and the law appropriating
$1,000,000, renewed the former request
to Secretary Ballinger on the stand
for full information why work on the
Rio Grande project is not progressing
pursuant to the treaty with Mexico.
Root's attitude was very positive and
determined.
promised
Ballinger
promptly to furnish a written statement. At the hearing before the sen
ate judiciary committee, Wagner said
that all the judges of New Mexico
were corrupt and subsidized by the
railroads.
indigDelegate Andrews

Pin-cliot.-

AND EXPLOSIOIN

CREATE GREAT HAVOC.

CAM

Guard

are in readiness at the National Guard

Armory. If the situation is not modi
fied by midnight they will start on a
special train expecting to arrive at
Barranca at 5:30 a. m. There fifty
saddle horses will be awaiting tfliem
and they will ride across country to
Taos and take charge of the situation
Up to the time of the New Mexican
going to press, no order had been
issued, however, for the militia to
proceed.
Later: An order for the militia to
proceed to Taos was issued by Gov
cr.ior Mills at 4 o'clock.
SMUUGGLED $300,000 WORTH
OF DIAMONDS

d

nantly declared the statement untrue.
Catron, Judge Mann, Dobson and
others did likewise. The three New
Mexico judgeships that are pending
will be decided in a few days. There
seems to be no doubt of the confirmation of Judge McFie. Attorney General Frank W. Clancy is being mentioned today for the judgeship made
acant by Judge Cooley's resignation. FIRE

for troops.
Tempest in a Tea Pot.
U. S. Attorney for the Pueblo Indians Francis C. Wilson who has just
returned from Taos, says that the
trouble arose over a claim made some
time ago that Myers had fenced in In
dian lands and also a public road over
those lands. The Indians thad threatened to cut the fence but when Mr.
Wilson left all was peaceable. How
ever, several of the more hot headed
bucks undoubtedly filling up on fire
water, went and cut the fences and
possibly let the stock out of the pasture and frightened Mrs. Myers and
children from the place. Mr. Wilson
Is convinced that peace can be re
stored without trouble by tomorrow
without the assistance of the militia.
Militia in Readiness.
Fifty men of the National

Washington,
May 13. Secretary
Ballinger on the witness stand today
commitbefore the Ballinger-Pincho- t
tee, read a long resume which he said
would show the existence of a conspiracy to remove him from public
life. The resume had to do with various portions of the testimony introduced in the present investigation by
Ir. was all
the
prosecution.
put in by eighteenth of last March,
"and since that time evidence has
been introduced by me before tihe commission. An anonymous
pamphlet
has been circulated, notwithstanding
the truth, which has been shown by
the evidence in my beha'.f.
"The pamphlet was circulated secretly and confidentially, purporting
to state what the prosecution had
shown and expressly declining to state
any evidence introduced by me. Reliable information disclosed that thesi
anonymous pamphlets were being dis"
tributed from the home of Gifford

ACROSS,

San AntonidjvTexas. May 13. Al
has
though no official confirmation
heen given the report "that an American smuggled $300,000 worth of dia
monds across the border at Largo into
the United States, the activity of the
custom house officials on both the
Mexican and American sides of the
river is said to indicate its authentici
ty. R. J. Cochrane, an American liv
ing at Mexico uity, while
here reported that he had
been suspected of being the man and
for this reason had to submit to the
closest search of his person and bag.gage. The smuggler is said to have
carried the stones in an old grip from
which he diverted attention by treat
ing it with the greatest indifference,
The grip, however, had disappeared
when it was to he inspected and a few
hours afterwards the authorities were
informed that the diamonds had been
smuggled in. The conversation of
Mexican customs officials, who thought
did not understand
Mr. Cochrane
Spanish, caused the secert to leak out,
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Burning Home Funeral Pyre for Five
Car of Dynamite Blows Up
in Utah.
Salt Lake, Utah, May 13.

giant powder on

the

A

siding

car of
near

Cleveland, May 13. The seisnio-Valla yaa. Wash., May 13.-gat St. Ignatius College recorded Moaning: "For God's sake, take m
a heavy earthquake shortly after 2 up anil drop me again boys:" Richard '
this morning. The tremors Quinn the wife murderer of Everett.
uue nuur ana seventeen mtn- - was hanged and dangled at the end or
iasu-utes. lather Odenbacher, the observ-- ; tjle ..one beneath the scaffold at the
er, says that, the record greatly re- ,,is morning and was slowly
sembled tSiat made by the earthquake strangled to death, it being twenty-twin Costa Rica last week, but. was a and a half minutes from the time the
much more serious earthquake.
jtrap Was sprung, until he was cut
Gas
'down. The horror was not the fault
Has
Deadly
Disappeared.
'of the hangman. The cords in the
13.
is
May
Washington,
Cyanogm
now practically absent from the tail!,,aek of Quinn's neck are abnormally
of itallev's comet, according to a dis-- i large, and he held his fliead back and
was
patch received today bv the George- - tensed the muscles as the trap
town Univorsitv from Lowell Observ- - sprung. The attendants were startled
s
began to twitch.
jwhen Quinn's-!egatory at Flagstaff, Arizona.
then
horrified
ind
by his groans of:
Four Hundred Shocks in One Month.!,.
Boys, this is awful!" and "For God's
San Jose, Costa Rica, May 13
sake take me up and drop me again,
tremors
continue
today.
Earthquake
was able to unbuckle the
In one montih since April 13, 400 dis- boys!" lie
straps about (his arms and drop them
tinct shocks have been recorded. The to
the ground. After a moment his
volcanoes in the vicinity exhibit no
words became inarticulate, and shortspecial activity.
ly he ceased to sway. Quinn was the
Earthquake in California.
thirteenth man to be hanged here and
San Bernardino, Cal., May 13. A! the
peculiar coincidence is this is Frisharp earth shock frightened the peo- day, the thirteenth day of the month.
ple of the entire valley. The first
shock was a heavy one. It was followed by several tremors and a deep
rumbling that created terror in several sections. No damage has been
reported.
Medicine Men Predict End of World.
Globe, Ariz., May 13. The Apache
Indians on the San Carlos reservation
are preparing for the end of the world,
which their medicine men predict will Oklahoma Youths Held Up
occur on May 18, the date on which
Passenger Train in
Halley's comet will be closest to the
Arizona
earth. They are planning to go to the
clean
with
happy hunting grounds
bodies and full stomachs, and are preCAPTURE NEAR GASA GRANDE
paring by taking sweat baths, in
tepees heated with hot stones, and
1

j
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HYDE IS CONFIDENT

OF ACQUITTAL.
His Fate Will Be in the Keeping of
the Jury By This Evening He is
Not Superstitious.

Kansas City, May 13. By tonight
the jury, which, is to decide the fate
of Dr. B. C. Hyde, accused of murder
and poisoning in connection with the
Swope mystery, will have retired to
consider a verdict. If tihe final argu
ments of the state and defence are
not finished this afternoon, Judge
Latshaw will hold a night session.
Perhaps this will prove an unlucky
"Friday thirteenth" for the physician.
However, ihe does not think so. He
is not the least superstitious. "I shall
be acquitted," he said this morning.
Attorney Brewster for Dr. Hyde and
Prosecutor Virgil Conklin for the
state made their addresses at this
morning's session.
ONION CROP. OF TEXAS
WILL BE 1000 CARS SHORT.

passing-throug-

San Antonio, Texas, May 13. With
practically ninety per cent of the
onion crop harvested, it now appears
certain that there will be a shortage
of about 1000 cars or approximately
500,000 crates of about eighty p6unds
each. As a result of this, prices,
which were rather weak a few days
ago, have taken a very firm upward
stand. The stortage is based on last
year's production, but on the increase
of 25 per cent expected. So far nearly
2,800 cars have ben marketed. The
crop last year reached a total of 3,200
cars. Slightly adverse weather conditions are the cause.

But Will Be Just as Hard Spectator's at Mill Plunged
to Get Enough
Suddenly Into Salt
of It
Lake
TO SAVE TREASURY

$500,000

fniimvin will accompany
Governor
Mills to Roswell on May 23: Colonel
and Mrs. Padgett, of Las Vegas; Colonel J. D. Sena, Colonel Robert Smart,
Colonel Secundiuo Romero, Colonel K.
W. Dobson, Attorney General and Mrs.
M. A.
Frank W. Clancy,
Otero and Adjutant General and Mrs.
Brookes.
National Guard Promotion.
Corporal Charles J. Phelan of Albuquerque, has been promoted to second
lieutenant.
Hydrographic Station Established.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart yesterday established a stream measurement gauge and station, in the Santa
Fe river, half a mile above the big reservoir. A cable was swung across the
stream which the gauge is suspended.
Lieu Land Selections Approved.
Commissioner of Public Lands R. P.
Ervien received today official approval
by Secretary of the Interior R. A. Ballinger of lieu land selections amounting to 3,853. Si acres, this being list
No. 4 to be approved.
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IN

BRINY

WATER

Recommendations to Be Made Dedication
of
Hippodrome
Marked by a Serious
by Committee of
Officials.
Accident.

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Farmers' and Merchants'
Trust Company of Xara Visa, Quay
county. The capitalization is $13,000,
divided into 150 shares, subscribed by
a large number of stockholders, none
subscribing more than ten shares. The
directors and incorporators are: A. A.
Koop, 5 shares; E. H. Patterson, 3
shares! O. O. Gragg, 10 shares; J. E.
Buskirk, 5 shares; Edward U. Engle,
10 shares; C. H. Connell,
5 shares;
Willard Belknap, 5 shares; Fred W.
10 shares; V. E. McNeill, 5
Posse in Anderson,
shares.

Pursued Over Desert by
an Automobile Heavily

KHAKI UNIFORMS CAUSED
A LIVELY STIR.

Armed.
Phoenix, Ariz., May 13. It was two
boys, still in their teens, who held up
tihe Arizona eastern passenger train
near here on Wednesday evening and
who after a chase across the desert
were captured last night. The boys
gave the names of Ernest Woodson,
aged 18, and Oscar Woodson, 17. They
say they were raised in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. They have been in
Arizona only a short time. The boys
were preparing to make camp five
miles south of Casa Grande, when the
pursuing automobile came along. Os-

Mobilizing of Troops Made Santa Fe
Think of Old Geronimo Days
Friday 13, to Blame.

car, thinking the car contained tourists, stepped out and asked for water.
He was immediately covered by re
volvers and surrendered, and his companion then submitted to arrest.
They Are Tenderfeet.
Pfhoenix,

Ariz., May 13.

The young

bandits were veritable walking arsenals. They carried a rifle, four re-

volvers and two bowie knives. Both
are "tenderfeet" and were too weak
after an eighty mile desert ride to
make a fight.

Jeffries-Johnso-

n

The soldier boys took the order to
mobilize in true warrior spirit and it
was interesting to see how quickly
they threw off their civilian clothes
this afternoon to bud forth as defenders of the red. white and blue.
If there were any superstitious per
sons in the companies, thinking of
bad things in store because today is
Friday the thirteenth, they did not
show it.
The sight of the boys in khaki uniforms, hurrying through the park, and
standing around the armory amazed
the Santa Fean who had not heard of
the Indian troubles at Taos and again
and again some one was stopped and
asked to explain the unusual sight.
There was some joke making about
the need of calling out the "old guard"
and several gray haired warriors of
by gone days were asked if they were
ready to shoulder the musket.

"Don't let 'em scalp any buttons oft
SOAKED HIS WIFE
WITH GASOLINE. your clothes," was the admonition given one soldier by a friend who eviThen Applied a Match and Turned dently still had in mind wfhat the mill
Her Into a Human Torch Dying : workers in Philadelphia did to the
polished militia boys some weeks ago.
Spouse Begs to Keep Secret.
The mobilizing of militiamen for
Santa Ana, Cal., May 13. Follow
the
proposed Taos expedition apparmother-inof
his
ing the testimony
law and several neighbors at a coro ently met with little approval on the
"
at the high
ner's inquest Frank Skelly, a contrac- part of the fair
school.
One
lass
dressed in
pretty
tor and lumberman was arrested
blue silk was heard expressing her
allethe
an
of
pending
investigation
views on the subject right after the
gations that he murdered his wife, mother's
day celebration. "Isn't it
the
until
who,
startling developmens
awful
that they should come
perfectly
of the inquiry, was supposed to have
died of burns received Friday in the to our school and take all those young
and nice chaps and prepare to send
explosion of a gas stove.
them up to Taos to fight those old
of
the
According to the testimony
Indians," said she. "If I were govmother-in-laMrs. T. J. Lewis, there ernor I would
those boys right
was no .stove explosion,
but Skelly at the mother keep celebration
and
day's
threw a ouart of gasoline over his not let them get out of Santa Fe. After
wife and then applied a match. Mrs.
all, there are not too many young
Lewis swore that her testimony was fellows here to darice with,
any way,
based on a statement her daughter and what Tight has Taos to be calling
Sunhad made as she lay dying last
for them? I think it is just awful."
day in a hospital hqfe. She declared And tlhen there was a chorus of "It is
a
her daughter begged her to keep it
indeed awful, Mabel," by her
secret for the sake of the children
friends. But the com"co-eds-

Salt Lake, May 13. An involuntary
bath in the Great Salt Lake and a
ride (home in an improvised hospital
train marked the initiation of the hippodrome at the Saltair resort. The
hippodrome is the building in which
the
fight would (have
been held had it come to Salt Lake.
Three thousand persons went to see
the fight between "Cyclone" Johnny
Thompson and Pete Sullivan. A hundred of them went into the waters
of the lake with a collapsing stairway
and more than a score were carried
back to their home in this city with
broken limbs, contusions or mouths
and nostrils scalded and eyes almost
blinded by the biting brine of the inPECUland sea. The stairway collapsed TEXAS POLITICIAN HASPLATFORM
LIAR PLANK IN HIS
when the crowd was leaving after
ADVANCE FREIGHT RATES,
San Antonio, Texas, May 13. Bob
Thompson had knocked out Sullivan
.SAYS RIPLEY OF SANTA FE. in the ninth round. A mad struggle Barker, candidate for the comptroller-shiDenver, Colo., May 13. President E. in the stinging salt water took place.
of the state, and an ardent
P. Ripley of the Santa Fe railroad,
may be credited with
one
and
struggling, seizing
Gasping
who was in Denver to inspect the another and fighting loose from the having somewhat of a novelty as a
plans for improvements between Den- wreckage, half of the submerged fight plank in his platform. He promises
ver and Pueblo, believes there will be fanciers, four of them women, were that if elected he will turn out every
a general advance in freight rates in one by one drawn from the brine and clerk in the comptroller's department
a short time on account of the increase the injured hastily placed aboard a for the purpose of giving someone else
in prices of material and labor.
a chance.
train and taken to the city.

Chicago, 111., May 13. A special
from Washington says a reduction in
the size of the paper for United States
money will be made if Secretary
Treasury MacVeagh accepts the recommendations that will be made to
him within a few weeks by a committee of treasury officials appointed to
investigate this and other proposed
reforms. The object of, the proposed
change is to supply the country with
a size of currency more convenient
for handling and save the government
half a million dollars a year in paper
and engraving. The new size of
bank note to be recommended will be
about three-fourth- s
the size of the
present bill.

invi-

of
tation to be a guest of the citizi-nRaton at a reception to be tendered
nim on lne evening of May 19. The

I

Beck's Hot Springs, five and a half
miles north of here, exploded at noon
Roosevelt Studying a Subject
today. All telegraph and telephone
Much Neglected in
wires to Salt Lake and Ogden are
prostrated. The extent of the propUnited States
erty damage has not yet been ascertained.
Car of Giant Powder Blows Up.
MODEL
INSTITUTION
VISITS
Faribault, Minn., May 13. Bert
Sperry, his three children and their
were burned to death in jack rabbit feasts.
grandmother,
Workers
Hundred
There Fifteen
a fire that destroyed their home '"here
At Rich, 20 miles south of here,
Are Kept in Comparatoday. Mrs. Sperry and two children there are two medicine men who hold
were saved.
tive Comfort.
opposing views regarding the coming
of the millenium, but all are preparDE
RANCHO
EL
PASO
ing for the end.
Berlin, May 13. Mr. Roosevelt in
SOLD
TO
COMPANY.
Kirchner
with
Burgomaster
company
MURDER CAUSED BY VICE
motored this morning to Buch suburb
CRUSADE AT SEATTLE.
where a colony of fifteen hundred Minneapolis Capitalists Pay Almost
worn-ou- t
Two Million Dollars for Famous
workers, men and women,
California Property,
are maintained in relative comfort at
Seattle, May 13. Wallace A. Bus-selthe expense of the city of Berlin. The
23 years old, sought to take the
Sacrameto, Calif., May 13. Rancho Seattle vice crusade into his own
subject of public dependents is being
pursued by the former president who, El Paso, the famous farm home of hands early yesterday morning by
while in Denmark, investigated a sim- James B. Haggin's string of thorough- walking into the Monte Carlo saloon
ilar institution. Mr. Roosevelt was a breds, has been sold by Haggin and and gambling house and shooting the
guest at luncheon in this city of Am the Tevis heirs to the Minneapolis proprietor, Joseph Bonner, to death
bassador Hill.
Land Company. The price paid is be with a rifle. Buseell is the son of C.
tween $1,750,000 and $2,000,000. The B Bussell, one of the richest men in
Unlucky Day for Taft and Loeb.
Berlin, May 13. Mr. Roosevelt to ranch contains 44,000 acres.
Seattle.
day authorized an unqualified denial
of the recently published report that
he had written letters expressing his
OFF
attitude toward and support of the
Taft administration and favoring Collector Loeb as candidate for governor
of New York.
TO
AFTER FIGHT

PAPER

Governor Mills has accepted an

raph

:

p

plainant's name was not Mabel and

she smiled.
HIGH

SCHOOL FROLIC
CAUSER EIGHT DEATHS.
-

'

Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 13. Eight
high school students, six girls and two
boys, lost their lives today while boating on the paper mill dam at Huntington mills, about twenty miles below this city.
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Summer Shoes
For Young Men

The
new

medium-bac- k

is

a feature.

Perfect fit that means comfi ort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

;

And this sweet, elusive goal is called
"The Drift of Woman's Ways."

Winter Grocery
y
V

MORE
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From such arduous toil exempted,
none the less have I attempted
Long to penetrate a realm uncharted since the dawn of days.
Seers have sought, but never found it.
broken hearts are strewn around
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DISCOVERY.
F. Bowling.)
Xor nraiius the ice of ages, where the
frosty storm fiend rages,
Have 1 sought to claim the laurels
earned by Peary, claimed by Cook,
Xor by efforts strong and manly vied
with Roosevelt, or with Stanley
To confine the world's equator in a
copyrighted book.
(
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1

tuc nmiv onnun iid .
mil uniLi iiuuiiu ui
ONE

Imperial
Jersey Cream

ii

.

Ffwl $350

Child Died on Train The nine-yea- r
A!fcjrD PITV TflDIPQ
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. .T. H.
McKinstroy of Roswell, died on a
Santa Fe passenger train near Encino,
Torrance county, of heart failure.
Denver, Colo., May 13 ForeI
Walked Off With Grips A stranger,
Mexico:
New
Partly
for
cast
who looked like a railroad employe to
cloudy tonight and Saturday
A. E. Roberts and wife, walked off
with local showers in east por- with their grips at the Albuquerque
tion tonight.
depot yesterday, under the pretense
that he wanted to help carry them. A
STRAWBERRIES, 10c PER BOX,
gold watch, some money and wearing
HAYWARD'S MARKET.
AT
apparel were in the two satchels.
Cattle
Shipments Start The first of
Silver City Healthseeker Dies at El
insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
cattle shipments has
season's
the
W.
an
Paso .lames
Clark,
attorney,
conand
the
be
and
Silver
new
from
City
made
been
Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may
died in El Paso Tuesday on this way
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
from Silver City, Grant county, to his sisted of 2,000 head.
Silver City Store Burglarized The
home at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He was
store
of M. F. Downes and Company,
me
reiiiuveu irum
nam, uying alter
a few hours in El Paso. Mr. Clark Silver City, was entered by burglars
was ;;6 years of age. The body will and fifteen dollars taken out of the
be shipped east Wednesday night.
cash register.
Stricken With Heart Failure While
Chief Justice Pope Was a Passenger
When Elmo Raiuboldt, a driver for at Work Morris Tornorf, an old time
the Roswell Auto Company on the resident of Grant county, was stricken
Roswell-Vaughn
stage and mail line, with heart failure and died while at
cranked his auto near El Arroyo de work at Silver City. He was a native
La Cienega del Macho, about 23 of New Jersey and a Civil war veteran.
miles from Roswell, the back kick of
Cleofes Romero Resigns as Sheriff
the crank broke his arm. After driv
After ten years of service, Cleofes
ing about seven miles m his ettoit to Romero, now warden of the territorial
reach Roswell with his only passenger
has resigned as sheriff of
Judge William H. Pope, returning penitentiary
His brother, Sec- San
county.
Miguel
comfrom Carrizozo, the severe pain
now
district clerk,
undino
Romero,
pelled Rainboldt to stop and await the
him.
to
will
chosen
succeed
he
out
a
car
sent
from Roswell
arrival of
Valmora Ranch Sold The Valmora
as is always done when a car is deranch near Watrous, Mora county, was
layed.
District Court in Session Judge M. sold yesterday by Special Master W. ,
C. Mechem is presiding over
district E. Gorlner under a foreclosure of a!
court at Hillsboro, Sierra county. On mortgage for $6,000. It was bought in
the docket is the Francisco Baca mur- by .1. M. Blaser of Chicago and it is
der case, Baca being accused of hav- the intention to make a large sanitaout of it.
ing been implicated in the murder of rium
Railroad Pass
Fined for Using
Manuel Madrid, for which the wife of
Madrid and a negress Alma Lyons are Wrongfully Mrs. Lodema Troxel and
serving a sentence in the territorial her daughter, Minnie Troxel, of Colo-penitentiary. Both convicts were tak- rado Springs, pleaded guilty yesterday
en to Hillsboro by Mounted Police- in federal court at Las Vegas to ac- - j
man and Mrs. J. W. Collier to appear cepting and using a railroad pass
as witnesses.
wrongfully. They were fined $100 by
Carbolic Judge Parker. The Troxels are prom- Young Woman Drinks
Acid Guadalupe Gonzales, who com- inent socially at Las Vegas.
j
mitted suicide by drinking carbolic
Peni-to
!
the
The Pace That Leads
acid was found in her home at. Tenth
street and the alley between Santa Fe tentiary Harry E. Kelley, late postand
master at Lynn, Colfax county,
and El Paso street at El Paso. The
son of a former treasurer of Kansas,
dead woman was 23 years of age and
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
the wife of Jesus Gonzales, a carpen- was sentenced to three years in the j
ait
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
ter, from whom it is said she has been federal penitentiary at Leavenworth
are not rusty.
W. Parker
separated for two days. Despondency yesterday by Judge Frank
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
is alleged to have been the cause of at Las Vegas. Kelley helped himself
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
the deed. The body was taken by the to $3,257.31 of postal funds which he
woman's mother as soon as she learn- spent on chorus girls, strong drink and
nxvin
other frivolities.
His parents are
ed of her daughter's death.
it's Hardware
h0?
haRuWARE C0.& We have it.
no
j
to
of
come
aid
the
Looks Good for an Extension Col. wealthy, but did not
W. S. Hopewell, vice president of the the black sheep of the family.
ComNew Mexico Central Railroad
Horticultural Meeting Last Night
pany, and John Finley Stevens, now At the meting of the Xew Mexico HorWHOLESALE
consulting engineer of the Gould sys- ticultural Society held last night and
tem, but formerly vice president of presided over by David Miller, it was
AND RETAIL
the Rock Island. and later chief engin- decided to take
meetat
next
the
steps
eer of the Panama canal, have been
RATON
to put the society on an educationat Roswell in connection with the pro- ing
YANKEE
edual basis and begin a campaign of
posed extension of the New Mexico cation that will be territory-wide- .
CERRILLOS
It
Central from Torrance to Roswell and
terto
a
is
make
the
society
proposed
thence on southeast to some point on
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
the Texas & Pacific, so as to make a ritorial institution thus increasing its
submitwas
work.
of
No
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
scope
report
through line from the northwest to
ted last night on the selection of a site
the Gulf of Mexico.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Mining at San Pedro Says the Al- for solding the fair in the fall.
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Telephone
Telephone 85
Showers and Thunder Near Santa
buquerque Morning Journal: "A
visFe
storm
of
Showers
and a thunder
ingot
pure yellow gold
weighing five pounds and valued at ited the mountains around Santa Fe
$1,500 was exhibited at, the Morning last night and the lightning could be
Journal office yesterday morning by seen by Santa Feans. The wind blew
A. B. Statu, the
mining en- with violence but the storm spent its
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
gineer, who came in from San Pedro fury outside of the city. The maxi( INCORPORATED)
mining camp in Santa Fe county mum temperature yesterday was 66
Room 19 Catron Block, Santa. Fe, N. M.
northeast of here. The chunk of the degrees and the minimum 51 with a
precious metal attracted considerable relative humidity of 50 per cent. The
Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE aDd INSURANCE b- ?.
attention among local mining men temperature at 6 o'clock this morning
on
loan
to
Fe
Santa
yesterday. It is only a sample of the was 52 degrees. A year ago today the
Real
Estate
49f flfin flfl at low rate ol interest : :
qU,UUU.UU
kind they are turning out frequently maximum was the same as
yesterday,
from the mines there, according to Mr. but the minimum was 35
degrees with
Staatz. He declined the services of 8S
cent of sunshine. There were
per
a bodyguard and would not listen to
wrest and north of the city
an offer to borrow the chunk for ex- showers
forenoon.
in
the
hibition purposes. There is, however,
a suspicion that he put it in the bank,
MANUPAOTURIR
for there are too many chances in carjf
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i? M es,e
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around
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money
rying
MEXICAN
FILIGK
81
1 in one hunk. The bullion was the
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son as to the productiveness of the
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mining district around San Pedro."
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NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.

5anta Fe People Should Learn

fight. We should work for thej
lest interests of the whole territory,",
he declared. "We must live togeile r!
and we have made concessions all our'
lives and should make them now to
secure an agreement.
--

niTt--

THE MOST REMARKABLE

to

Detect the Approach of Kidney
Disease.

The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt. Sick kidneys excrete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular of passage
or attended by a sensation of scalding. The back aches constantly, headaches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
Neglect these warnings and there is
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
or diabetes. Any one of these symptoms is warning enough to begin
treating the kidneys at once. Delay
often nroves fntal
You can use no better remedy than
Doan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa
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New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of th 8outhwt."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Thi

Vice presidents were named for the
various counties represented.
"A."
was named for Bernalillo
Uncovered by School of American Archaeology of Santa county,I!are!a
Adoli'o Bevia for Valencia
Through Academic course, preparing young
Fe During the Recent Expedition to Guatemala Will
men for college or for business life. Great
county, L. ciapp for Dona Ana county
Ralph K. Twitehell for San Miguel
amount of open air work. Healthier location
2&
Exhibit Photographs in Old Palace.
county, Robert L. Cooper for Santa Fe
of any Military School Id the Union. Located
Prince was
county, and
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
Director Edgar L. Hewett, of the ruins arc left in their native condi- elected for Hio Arriba county. Taos. 3
spot of the West at aD e'evatlot of 3,700
in tion in order to preserve a represen- Sierra, Socorro and Sandoval counties
Srhnol of American Archaeology,
every day, but
feet above sea level,
foUowing intervlew tells of the sat tative area of that most interesting of were expected to have representatives
session.
snow
or
Ittie
rain
during
at
achieved in the natural phenomena a tropical jungle. present, but they had not appeared
isfactory results
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduof It will also serve as a preserve for the,h, ,im(J of the selection of vice presi- recent archaeological
expedition
ates
from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
dents.
Thev
later.
will be named
himself, Prof. Morley and Prof. Jesse myriads of tropical birds, mammals,
.Mr.
out
McMiHen
followed
setting
thoroughly furnished, heated, light
buildings,
etc., which inhabit the region,
iXusbaus to Guatemala:
He dethe objects of the meeting.
1p all respects.
modern
"With
a
of
edjand
force
natives
about
fifty
"A work of considerably
greater
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
we made the preliminary clearing of clared that, there were 8S0.000 acres
was
the
up
by
opened
magnitude
of irrigable land in the Rio Grande
O, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Pbelps White,
nerlition of the School of Archaeology tthe park. The final landscape work valley in New Mexico and that it was
proof:
still
monuto
remains
be
The
done.
was
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
115
Honduras
than
and
Guadalupe
Guatemala
t0
Hyruan Lowitzki,
to irrigate only HO.OiiO acres
proposed
which
most
re
are
ments,
exA
'1
anion? the
Finlay
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
anticipated in advance. It was
in the territory under the dam.
can recommend Doan's ruaney mis pected on starting, that the campaign markable ever found in America, were
For particulars aol Illustrated catalogue
"In 1H05 the government approprias they have been used by myself for this year, would consist mainly cleared, the moss removed from them, ated 750,000 acre feet for the dam,"
address.
and other members of m yfamily with of a reconnoissance of certain ancient photographs made, the preliminary lie said. "The reclamation service was
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
splendid results. The value of Doan's cities of Central America with a view-t- steps taken for the preservation of not content with that but then approSuperintendent.
Kidney Pills for relieving pain In
work. those which are standing, and for the priated all the hitherto unappropriatfuture
for
a
site
selecting
the back and other kidney difficu- The intention of the expedition was to setting up in the future of those which ed waters of tiie Rio Grande and its
lties has been thoroughly proven to
find a place from which could be car- have been thrown down, probably by tributaries.
me. I take pleasure in making the
of years, syste- earthquakes. This can only be done
"Notice was served on all contema
merit of this remedy known to other ried on, for number southern
after an extension from the Guatemala plated projects that appropriation of
the
of
matic
studies
Maya
kidney sufferers."
Northern railroad is laid to the park, waters would be resisted.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 culture, which occupied mainly the and the
"I believe that the best, results can
railway wrecking machinery
Guatein
Foster-Milbur- n
the
basin
of
river,
Motagua
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
made
available
be
for
the
secured by beginning
oldheavy
was
lifting
the
irrigation
Mew York, sole agents for the United mala and Honduras. This
stones, for some of these sculptured near the source of the stream and
peoancient
of
the
est
branch
Maya
States.
Remember the name Doan's and ple. They excelled all others in cer- Monuments are as much as 20 feet using the waters uniformly down the
and weigh from 40 to 50 tons. stream. I wish to state clearly that I
tain lines of art, especially that of high
take no other.
So far as I know they are the largest talked with the Las Cruces people
monumental sculpture, and progressed
this morning and that one man adTO
far in the art of hieroglyphic stones ever handled by the prehistoric mitted
very
esreal
fac:
that
admitted
It Is an
that unless the Elephant Butte
on the American continent. The
rices
writing.
all
and
merchants
men
financial
dam
can
have
all
would
waters
the
it
tate,
quarries from whicli they were ob"The two principal seats of the tained are to be
say that quickest and b".t results are
found in the hills a be worthless.
,
Quiri-quawere
obtained by advertising in the New southern Maya civilization
few miles away. As there was no ma"it is time for the people of the upin Guatemala, and Copan in HonMexican.
in ancient times they could per valley to wake up and realize their
chinery
Wells Fs rgo
cities
not
duras. These places were
have handled these enormous blocks needs as the people of the lower val- Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
of residence, but religious centers-h- oly only
by means of vast numbers of ley lhave done. And when they do
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
cities where the temples, sculp- men.
wake up they will oppose this project.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERb
tures and monumental records of the
"The work of setting up the monu- The government has no right to apbepeople were set up in a form that has
all
the waters for a few,
propriate
and excavating
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
the temples cause
MASONIC.
lasted through the ages, and about ments,
the govern men i. is for all the
will
next
begin
and
continue
January
and all ForeigQ Countries.
which, probably for many miles, were for a
term of years. I believe that a people. If the government cannot disMontezuma Lodge No clustered the ordinary houses of the
tribute the waters equitably I believe
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
can be developed in it
hands off."
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg people, doubtless built of perishable sanitary system
its
keeping
ular communications material, such as bamboo, palm, etc., which will render the place as healthfirst Monday of eac) and of which all trace has disappeared ful as the Isthmus of Panama has be- LOWER FREIGHT RATES
month at Masonic ha) with the exception of mounds, which come since the government took
TO NEW MEXICO.
at 7.30 v. m.
are to he found for miles in every di- charge. That place would now make a
W. N. Rosenthal, of Las Vegas, has
good health resort and there is no
H. H. DORMAN,
rection.
won in his fight for lower freight rates
reason
Guatemala should not be
Acting Master.
"It so happened that on our arrival made whyas
from Chicago and thereby established
just
healthy.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
in Guatemala it imme'diately became
a
of
import
"After
the work that could thatprecedent
finishing
for tts to secure possession
is sure to have its effect. He
possible
1,
No.
be
Fe
done
Santa
this year at Quirigua, we was
Chapter
of the site of the old city of Quirigua,
by the interstate com
r fifes v R. A. M.
Regular con owing to the extension of the planta- made a short expedition into Hon- merceapprised
before whom his
commission,
duras to the old city of Copan. Here
vocation second Monday of
Fruit
case
United
tions
of
since January
the
has
been
Company,
pending
the ruins are more extensive than at
each month at Masonic which has
8, 1910, that the commission had susrecently acquired large
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
tracts of the heavily forested lands of Quirigua, though the sculptures are tained his complaint in its entirety
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
not in as good a state of preservation,
the Motagua valley with a view to conand that the reparation prayed for
to the fact that here the ma- had been awarded.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
verting them into banana fields. With owing
an appreciation of terial used was soft trachyte, whiie
case in question was entitled
Santa Fe Commandery No. a liberality and
at Quirigua it was a good quality of W.The
too
can
be
not
scientific
that
N.
research
Rosenthal vs. the Atchison
in
of
in
1, K. T. Regular conclave
As an art city Copan is
of sandstone.
& Santa Fe Railway Company,
Topeka
fourth Monday in each heartily commended the officials
peerless in prehistoric America. No G. M.
'fTHTWrTiff
Stephen appearing as counsel
month at Masonic Hall at the company proposed to place the where else did monumental
sculpture for the plaintiff and J. L. Coleman and
of
control
the
of
under
site
Quirigua
7:30 p. m.
the American school. We were author- flourish to such extent. While the D. L. Meyers for the defendant.
RIGHT.
j.- a; massie. e. c.
"The decision of the commission is
ized to survey out a tract of land in- monuments do not equal in size by
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
thousands of pounds those at Quiriof
effect," said Mr. Rosencluding all the ruins; to surround it
gua, yet because of the more favorable thal.
do
"It will affect
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 with a road twenty feet in width;
practically
Don Caspar Avenue
material the art attained a higher
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted such clearing as was necessary for level.
every furniture dealer in New Mexico.
In
richness
of
decoration,
depth Besides, it will pave the way for the
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets the opening up and protection of the
on the third Monday of each month ruins, and to do whatever seemed best of relief carving and general execu- securing of a more equable adjustat 7:30 o'clock in the evening in for the preservation and investigation tion, these sculptures were unequalled ment of the existing freight rates on
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. of this, one of the richest prehistoric in the art of ancient America.
other commodities shipped to New
"On or about the first' of June an Mexico from the east in carload lots.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- sites on tlhe American continent.
dially invited to attend.
"The operations planned will extend exhibition will he opened in the Mus- While the amount involved in my
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
over a term of at least five years. The eum rooms, of enlarged photographs case is insignificant from a financial
Venerable Master. first work consisted in making the made during our recent expedition, standpoint, at the same time it will
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
which will give the public a much bet- amount to no little sum in the aggresurvey necessary for the segregation ter
idea of the character of the ruins gate. The victory is not only a perSecretary.
of the site. A tract of eiehtv acres
Denver Colorado
was surveyed out and this we have i upon .which we are working than any sonal one, hut every furniture dealer
B. P. O. E.
in the territory will share in it. It is
named Onirie-nPark The forest i U tXI 'P11011 Can
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
"It is a pleasure to say that our a reduction from the heretofore exorconin
the
this
region
covering
valley
'holds its regular session on the secof trees of enormous size, and work meets with the most cordial en bitant rate of $1.80 per hundred
ond and iourth Wednesday of eacn sists
of
almost
every variety known to the couragement from the governments of pounds on freight from Chicago to
month. Visiting brothers are invited
Besides
this there is a well-nig- uudiemaia ana Honduras. No pains Las Vegas, to $1.60, on a saving of
tropics.
A. M.
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
impenetrable
jungle of under- were spared by the officials to facili- twenty cents per hundred pounds. It
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Catron Block
tanU Fr N. M.
brush, the luxuriance of which can tate, our work in every possible way, is a matter which every wnoiesaie
Secretary.
hardly be comprehended by one who and to afford us, under all circum- and retail dealer both here and
has not attempted to penetrate it. stances, every assistance that we throughout the territory should take
Knights of Pythias.
This was cleared in the vicinity of might need.
cognizance of and follow hip by getof
No.
Santa Fe Lodge
2, Knights
com"That
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soon
be
so
country
to
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them
opened ting redress from the Tailroad
protect
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d the mountains,
up to travel and there is no doubt in panies where existing rates are un
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effects
of
the
the
I.
8
at
injurious
month
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in
in
Tuesdays
and sufficient of the larger my mind that in the not distant future reasonable."
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-dnone of the world's greatest tourist
between Vaughn, N. M., and
to
cut
of
timber
to
Special automobiles furnished to acaway
sengers
protect
attend.
growth
invited
Knight's
the ruins from falling trees. - Certain routes will be to start from either the MEXICO MAKES MARVELOUS
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passengers
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
PROGRESS IN MINING, El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- - to make special connections with any
JOHN K. iSTAUFFER, K. R. S.
parts of the park where there are no east or west, visit the ancient ruins
in Colorado and near Santa Fe, then
San Antonio, Texas, May 13 Ac- - lani Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
south into Aztec, Mexico, down the cording to the latest Mexican govern Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tornow in operLeave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comrailway, which will soon ment statistics there are
run trains into Guatemala City, see ation in Mexico 6,987 mines, of which Roswell at 3 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Rosthe ancient cities of Quirigua and number 4,821 have reached the produc10:30 a. m., arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Roswell
at
Leave
e
then up into Yucatan, where tive stage of development. Fifty-onleast 24 hours In advance. Rate for
j Copan,
in Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
tlhe capital invested in this
cent
of
per
the old temple-citie- s
allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
of Uxmal and
Baggage
The Guapajuato each
Chichen Itza are to be seen, then field is American.
regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
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the most active,
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home by way of New Orleans, New
York or Galveston by sea. It would be $20,000,000 gold having been invested
The
as interesting as a trip to Egypt and there within the last eight years.
in
off
record
the
same
carries
locality
far more instructive. It would show
for a single mine; the
production
people the past and present conditions
TIME TABLE ALL
property having so far proof a part of our own continent of
duced gold and silver to the value of
LOCAL TRAINS
which they know almost nothing, and
$350,000,000 gold.
point the way to what is plainly the
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to connext great region to be developed in
nect with No. 10 from the south and
America."
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
HON. L. BRADFORD PRINCE
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conPRESIDES OVER MEETING.
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was called to order by President B.
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Train arrives from the north at 4
elected permanent chairman. In his
your order. We want your, business p. m.
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declared it
in the livery line and will apprecihis belief that the meeting could reach
ate it.
an amicable agreement on the quesNew Mexico Central.
tions at issue. He cited the instance
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BUILD THE DAM AND REMOVE tel!ing Saint Peter that they come
THE EMBARGO.
from a dependency of the United
FRfiE McKAKE, Assistant Casbier.
L, A. HUGHES,
The Albuquerque convention of com- States, one of its colonies, so to speak.
mercial clubs of Now Mexico took the We would all feel much better about
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
right stand, the stand advocated by it if we could walk up and proudly
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
the New Mexican consistently for the announce that we are citizens in good
Vice
President.
Editor and President.
past two years: "In favor of the standing of the I'nited States. Won't
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurer- ,
into conElephant Butte dam and against the the senate lake our feelings
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let
and
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Y. J. Harbin, of Estancia, is at the
Coronadu hotel.
Edward Franklin, a Denver traveling man, is at the Pice.
Miles Adams, a tourist from Louisville, Ky., is at the Palace.
J. A. Murray, a Chicago drug sales
man, is calling on the trade.
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Martin, sightseers of Denver, are at Gregg's.
Attorney AY. A. Martin, of Pueblo,;
Colo., is here on irrigation matters.
a sewing machine
O. A. Arpin,

0If I
I

6IW

Use the
"BKISTOI

wiU ,nee
8me
y"
tackle, and a few other

If you are,
.

i

supplies. We've got 'em all, everthing
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the rigbt flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

am

of Trinidad, is at the Claire.
E. S. 'Waddles, a St. Joseph, Mo.,
dry goods salesman is calling on the

trade.

COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED vvmi HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

Mr. and Mrs. I. L.

Fletcher, sightseers from San Francisco, are in the

city.
Nicholas Montgomery,
of South
Bend, Ind., is a sightseer at the Coro-nadhotel.
L. A. Bland, of Kansas
City, and
who is a hardware salesman, is calling
on the trade here.
'
Bank ONE DOLLAR A DAY $G a Week for only one year, and leave-i- t
E. E. Meier, the encineer in charee
stay for 30 years. At 3 per cent co mjiound interest this will amount to of the Arroyo Hondo project, is in the
$758.16; at 4 per cent compound interest Jiis will amount to $1,010. SS a
city. He is stopping at the Palace.
snug sum for old age.
AY. D. Shea, travelim nassenirer and
Make OUR Bank YOL'R Bank.
freight agent of the Denver & Rio
We pav liberal interest consistent with safety.
Oran.de Railroad Company, spent yesterday at Albuquerque.
BANK &
Dr. Thomas McCarthy has arrived
here from Antonito, where he has
been doing veterinary work. He will
be in the city several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Byrd, M. Byrd
and Alexander Gutierrez, of Mountain- (Established 1882)
air, Torrance county, where they own
ranches, are visitors in the city. They
are at the Claire hotel.
F. D. Day and family of San FranCalif., are at Gregg's hotel.
cisco,
Fruit Crop in the Rio Grande and Tesuque
They came here from the Pacific
Valley's absolutely sure.
coast in their automobile in which
We have a very attractive list of ranches for
they will travel across the continent.
E. E. Van Horn, inspector of the
the
$700.00 and up, which should
cattle sanitary board, has returned
from a trip to Taos. The reports that
most particular buyers.
court being in session, the old town
is pretty lively. Thus far, Judge Mc-Fi- e
has sentenced three men to the
o
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
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SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

CO.

Everything in Hardware.

attract

INSURANCE

119 San Francisco

St.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Phone. Red So. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

g-

-

FINE LINE OP Carpets andRags FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
chairs, table
ranges, Also a fine assortment of desks, for
the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car- ts

Tliey
over our stock aud see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doers.

Wpuie drugs

penitentiary.

"Sheriff Cleofes Romero was here
today from Santa Fe on United States
court business. He will return this
evening. Mr. Romero will be here
during the term of the district court
of San Miguel county, as he has been
subpoenaed as a witness in several
cases." Las Vegas Optic.
"Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who has
presided in the Rio Grande irrigation
convention, is to deliver the annual
address at the commencement exercises of the university next Friday.
He also is to deliver the commencement address at the School of Mines
on May 19, and at the Spanish-Americanormal school at El Rito on the
26th." Albuquerque Tribune-Citien- .
Carl J. Probst, formerly of this city,
now in business at Cerrillos; is spend
ing today in this city. He has just
completed the difficult task of enumerating the inhabitants and farm
wealth of Cerrillos and Madrid precincts for Uncle Sam. Although many
different languages are spoken in the
district, especially in the coal camp of
Madrid, Mr. Probst is such an accomplished linguist that he performed his
work without an interpreter.
n
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Rt: SOLVED

tell

MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, May 13. Call money 3
5: Mexican
fi 4; prime paper 4
dollars 44; Amal. 70; Atch. 110; X. Y.
S.. P. 126
C. 121
Reading 161
.
82
Steel
.182.3-$;pfd.
U..P

THAT You can
People
THEY
BY THEIR CtOTHIzS
YOU
TELL-YOBY
CAM

IIS.
Xew York, May 13. Lead dull 425
(fi 4:13; copper
dull standard spot and
July 12.2"12.50; silver 53
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., May 13. Wehat July

COMMENDATION.
COOD
fgiA
'
You wakT To BE

2

2

BUSINESS Op.
50CIETYCQOD RAIMENT IS
IM

3--

104

Corun

Sept.
July 62

WELL

$

Sept. 63

2

STRIPLING-BURROW-

!es W. Dudrow

Company.

Where your dollar btiys the most.

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

Oats
Pork

Sept. 39
July 40
i
$22.6
$22.72
Sept.
July

FRESH STOCK clIST RECEIVED
FOR SALE' nrnviu: noun
ONLY AT

ask for a
SAMPLE

Buster, okown

Lard

July

12.63; Sept. $12.52

v.

2

12.55.

Rigs

X

1--

h

$4.507.55;
yearlings $7.008.25;
lambs native $7.259.35; western $7

American League.
Chicago at Washington.
St. Louis at Boston.
Detroit at Xew York.
Cleveland at Philadelphia.

DRESSED

3--

July $12.50; Sept. $12.42
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., May 13. Wool,
steady; territory and western mediums, 1S22; line, 1116.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, May 13. Cattle Receipts 1,000, including 400 southerns.
Market steady to weak. Native steers
strawe"rrTes7"i(Tper box, $5.73(f; 8.25;
southern steers $4.75
hayward's market.
7.73; southern cows $3.30(6; native
cows and heifers $3.75(fi 7.35; stockers
and feeders $4(f7.6.25; hulls $4.25
6.25; calves $3.738; western steers
$5.75(f8; western cows $4fi6.50.
HOW THEY STAND.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 7,000.
National League.
five higher.
Bulls $9.30(g9.45; heavy
Won. Lost P. C $9.40 9.50; packers and butchers
12
.607 $9.35 9.45;
Pittsburg
light $9.20 9.45; pigs
14
New York ...
.63f $8.759.
10
8
.550
Philadelphia
Receipts 2.000. Market
Sheep
11
9
.550
Chicago
steady. Muttons $5.50 7.o0; lambs
9
8
Cincinnati
.529 $7.25 8.90; fed western wethers and
7
Boston
12
.368 yearlings $6 8; fed western
ewes
8
. 304
14
Brooklyn
$5.50 7.
7
St. Louis
.350
13
Chicago, 111., May 13. Cattle ReAmerican League,
ceipts, 2,000; market, steady. Beeves
Won. Lost P. C
$5.808.70; Texas steers $5.006.50;
13
4
. 705
Philadelphia
western steers $5.10 7.30; stockers
12
7
Cleveland
.632
and feeders $4.006.i0; cows ana
13
9
Detroit
.591
heifers $2.807.40; calves $5.507.25.
11
.611
New York
7
Hogs
Receipts, 15,000; market,
Boston
.476
10
11
5 cents higher.
to
Light $9.40
strong
.'
S
.471
9
Chicago . .
9.70; mixed $9.409.70; heavy $9.35
6
.273
16
Washington
good to
9.70; rough $9.359.45;
099
4
St. Louis
14
$9.35
choice
rough
heavy $9.459.70;
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
bulk of sales
9.45;
$9.009.60;
pigs
National League.
$9.609.65.
Boston at Chicago.
Receipts, 6,000; market,
Sheep
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
weak. Natives $4.257.C0; western
New York at St. Louis.

Philadelphia at Pittsburg.

l

0

BASEBALL.

3 M's

m

kS)

102

at

WE POINT PROUDLY
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is to the fact that we handle only a line
perfect in every particular and of drugs and remedies known to be
free from every imperfection of
and efficacious; and that our
knots, cracks and warpings. pure
us to give the best
Every foot of it is thoroughly experience enables
to
our
satisfaction
Everypatrons.
so
and
dried
shrunk,
seasoned,
it can be absolutely relied upon thing that ought to be in a first class
by carpentars and builders, and drug store you will find here, at
archi- prices that are satisfactory, and, in
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
tects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
ention our Lumber in their
fications.
&
S

M1

9.40.

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

c'.Tta

6f 1CE.'.HT

ee.

co.

cmtc

LITTLE 6KLS
KNOW WHO THE
TELL t THEM BY
ARE? YOU CAN ALWAY-THEIR. CLOTHED.
WE HAVE NEW LINE LINEN AND GINGHAM
UP
WAH DRE.S.5E-- AGE 6 TO C,
LINEN 5UIT.5 AGE 12 TO 16 FROM $4.50
CANGOOD-OR PRICE-TO $6.00. THE-5NOT BE DUPLICATED ANYWHERE.
DO YOW

16-65-

W.

T0WNSEND & CO.

N.

REPUTATION BUILDERS

CLARENDOiN

GARDEN
R, V. BOYLE Mgr.

PANSY PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

ARK SELLING OUT!
KRKSSH LAI I) EUUS every day
bred
Pur
barred Plymouth Rocks and White "vVynndottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard
under the trees and fpd m clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
CL&REBDON

POULTRY

YARDS

E322E223SBIH

24 Hour Electric

ervice

On and After March 1st.

Wie w those das? kp
Santa Fe Water

ai

i

AND

aod

i5IHT

This space next week for Electric Irons
and Electrical Cooking Specialties.

Light Company
KJBiilLWir!'
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lit, Louis Rocky Ml
Pacific

EARLY COMMERCE

nyun fe

Company.

Railway

Trail That Is Most Romantic

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
t
21

Down

lit-u-

19

Miles

1

7 30
f 8 20
f 8 35
f S 50
f 9 10
9 35
L
2
2

I

i

0

lii
20
25
,31

42

30
50

'

3 55
4 12

0

4 12
4 30

42
4S

Jjo

5i

5

00

7

March 1st

:i I'HVrt

1910

Highway in the United

(Head

"

STATIoXo
'20
5 T
Moines, N. M...Ar
f 4 15
(.'apulin
If
4 05
Vigil
it' S 45
Thompson
f 3 25
C'unninjrliam
2 f5
Ar. Clifton Housf N'.M.Lv
I.v
Ar 12 00
Baton, N.
Ar. Clifton House, N.MI,v U 37
I.v. Clifton House V M.Ari 1137 .... ..
1120
SPreston
2

.v.

1.

it--

1

AT

10 Oo

9 40

...7

Kofhk'iColfax
tVrrososo
-

Kl

fil

U"

10

$3.00

A

YARD

Caravans That Carried Ship
ments Valued at $5,000 to

"

8
70

I a nickel Wr

telfeA

Rebound When excellent worn can
be done right at home. Consult the
New Mexican Bindery.

$200,000 Each.

ll,Ko..i.uTjUnetio.i

2

M

States

lp;
22

., .."'..

The long chained lines of yoked and
patient steers;
11
I.v
!2 jAr
Cimarron
The
long white trains that pointed to
00
K
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
I'7 08
the West.
8o
Nash
fl
t'7 18
88
9
Harlan
Beyond the savage West;
7 35
94
Ute Park, N. M.. .Lv
Ar
The hopes and fears
Of blunt, vnitutor'd men, who hardly
Connects with K. P. S. W. Ky, train No. 124 arriving in Iawson, X, M.ai6:15p. m.
guessed
tt'onnects with K. 1". its, V. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Hawson N,M. at9:55a.m.
SStage for Van Houten X, M, meets trains at i'restonX. M.
Their, course
Joaquin Miller.
C. JcS. P.'iss'n(ri'r train arrive and depart from DeMoinos as follow:
SOUTH HOUND
NORTH HOUND:
No. 1, 4.48 a. in,
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
To many of the present generation
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.
the old Santa Fe Trail, the once noted
Track connection with A. T. &. S. F. Ry.at Katon and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
lies Moines K. P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron it Northwestern at
trade route between "the states" and
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ovate, Miami. Rayado
northern Mexico, is as a sealed book,
and Red Lakes, N. M
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in X. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
although in the earlier portion of the
Raldy Black Lakes, Cerro, K.lizabethtowu. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranclios de Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
past century it was the only method
'Daily. fKlitg, tl'aily except Sunday
of communication, and continued as
such for nearly half a century. The
J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
opening of the trade is claimed by
&
G.
G.
P.
V.
P.
M.,
Agent,
Superintendent,
Ben Stuart, in the Galveston News,
Ratun, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
"to have had no definite origin, but
was rather the result of accident or
32K
the force of circumstances, as is almost every important event."
The statement is made that the firt
European to enter the New Mexican
territory and open up commerce with
the French colony of Louisiana was a
5 50
6 08
6 35

FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Ifare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $3.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. V. Stockard.
TO AND

9 42
9 25
8 55
47
f8 37
8 20

.."...!..".

SIMMER TOURIST
-R-

ATIiS

A-

Effective June 1st.

SS

In every
in town and

French-Canadia-

n

named Baptiste

$50.35
$44.35
$35.35
$21.10
$18.15
$16.15
$52.45
$50.35

Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
LOS ANGELES
$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO $45.20
SAN DIEGO,
$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO $60.90

every case.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

LV

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
COLO. SPRINGS
PUEBLO
MEXICO CITY
ST. PAUL MINN

Le-lon-

I

In 1802 a merchant of the
The Clubhouse i
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO.
town of Kaskaskia, 111., then a
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
handed
Distributor,
f&fijP$43r
thriving city a few miles above the
Telephone Main 3500
Douglas, and all Points in New
the Perfecto
1
.
One Way Via
French town or rather village, of St.
Col.
Dver,
PORTLAND
or SKATTLK
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
"S2i
fronLelond
to
the
,
Louis, dispatched
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
tier with a stock of merchandise for
On Sale July 2nd to 8th, Sept
the purpose of trading with the InCENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
1st to an, ept, L'4th to 30th.
dians. He was well received by them
Return
Jimit 3 momths not to
realand
and
at
Fe
Santa
Albuquerque
&
xceed Oct. 31st, 1910.
ized a handsome sum, although it is
alleged that he failed to make any return to his principal.
PORTLAND
I
"The first American to enter these
SEATTLE
wilds," says a writer in the New York
to
The return of Lieutenant Pike
Evening Post, in a sketch written a
On Sale, May 28th to Juue, 3rd.
number of years since, "was James the United States and Che published
July 9th to 16th.
in
who started report of his explorations in 1S10,
Pursley, a Missourian,
For Rates and full information address
Return limit 3 months.
from St. Louis being eighteen months which the wealth and beauty of the
Palace.
on the way, the greater portion of country traversed were depicted, gave
Edward Franklin, F. P. Lavelle, R.
A.
wlhich was spent in trapping on the it much prominence and (resulted in Bainard Talcott, Denver; L. A. Bland,
Osage Tiver. He and his three com- - the commencement ot tne santa te Kansas City; J. A. Murray, Chicago
A.
panions were capsized in the river, trade. In the same manner, three
Miles 9dams, Louisville, Ky.; E. S.
El Paso Texas.
their hides and peltries, the re- - dred years before, a few daring and Waddles. St. Joseph, Mo.; Mr. and
suit of a year's labor. They then en-- ! adventurous Spaniards, lhalf isoldiers Mrs. I. L. Fletcher, San Francisco; L.
gaged in hunting, and were driven by and half freebooters, entered the same- Chernes, St. Louis.
the Sioux Indians
into Colorado, 'land in search of precious metals, "reClaire.
in
where Pursley discovered indications turning with glowing accounts of a
C. J.
S. F. Ballin, Albuquerque;
of gold near the headwaters of tflie land teeming with abundant narvests,
Wich'iPlatte. He did not. ston to nrosnect filled with diamond mines of inex- - Probst, Cerrillos; P. W. Wolfe,
A. P. Whipple, New York;
Kan.;
of;ita
sands
the
haustible
'and
wealth,
for the valuable mineral, as he had
J. E. McMahon, Las Vegas; Alfred E,
no hope of ever getting into civiliza- - j whose rivers were washed with gold,
Evans, Kansas City; O. A. Arpin, Trto
in
These
resulted
tion again. However, he soon reached
reports
military
SCOTTISH
A. Martin, Pueblo, Colo.; Mr,
RITES REUNION
Fe, where he settled, pursuing peditious and the conquest of the coun-hi- s idad; W.
Alex
M.
Mrs.
J.
and
F.
of
Byrd,
The
Byrd,
immense
profits
trade carpenting. He was looked, try by Spain.
Santa Fe, N, M.
upon with suspicion by the Spaniards graders, hunters and trappers increas-an- d ander Gutierrez, Mountainair,
was neither permitted to leave ed the New Mexican fever, and the
Gregg's.
B. S .McKeen, San Antonio, Texas;
the country nor to write home. This migration from "the states" began.
was due to his imprudence in telling In 1812 the Robert McKnight party left Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Walsh, Denver; F.
the Spaniards of his discovery of gold, St. Louis, proceeding westward to thejD. Day and family, San Francisco; S,
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
and because he afterward refused to Colorado mountains and thence down A. Matthew, Ne wYork City.
third fare from all points In New
conduct them to the fields, as he be- - the Rio Grande to the Indian village
Coronado,
Mexico to
D. M. Burt. Progreso: J. E. Jackson,
lieved the deposits to be within Amer- - of Santa Fe, currently reported to be
o
ican territory as Included in the one of tlhe .seven golden cities
Denver; C. Manzanaies, New Mexico
CiDOla.
Louisiana nurdhase."
W. J. Harbin. Estancia: Nicholas
DATES OF1 SALE
About this period the Spanish vice- - Montgomery, South
The
OF
first organized expedition,
Bend, Ind
Mexico
had interdicted foreign
which was the forerunner of the over- -' roy of
May 21st, to 24th inclusive
land trade, afterward assuming large commerce, and the McKnight party!
RETURN LIMIT,
ot
proportions, was that under Colonel were arrested, charged with being,"""""
MAY
28th 1910
AND
FASTING
OUTDOOR
LIFE,
Merriweather Lewis, of Virginia, and sPies of the Mexican revolutionists,
Ol
men
13.
New
confiscated
a
j
their
and
the
Three
York, May
goods
youn Come to Santa Fe.
Captain Jonathan Clark of Kentucky,
The Rate
With a force of twenty-eigh- t
men and i immurea in prison at unmuainua ioriNew xork society women who are
is Open to Everboby
a number of Mandan Indians, thev!nearly nine years, being finally re-- , fasting to improve their health and
stairted from the "French village of leased when the revoltionists succeed-- j run down nervous condition, are ap
St. Louis" in May, 1803, ascended the i ed in achieving their independence. parently succeeding. At Garden City,
ATLANTIC CITY N. J.
1 Missouri river to its sources, crossed Another party, composed of Auguste L,. I., the fast started Monday a week
TO
the Rocky mountains and, reaching P. Choteau, Julius De Min and others ago, the trio heing Mrs. Keith Trask,
the head of the Columbia river, fol- of 'St. Louis, were arrested at Santa Miss Marion MacKellar and Miss Anne
Via
pFe and their goods to the value of Townsend. All are in excellent
lowed that stream to the Pacific.
Irip haiwmwMm
confiscated. During the long dition leading the out-doThe next expedition was under comlife, hav-- !
mand of Lieutenant Zebulon M. Pike, period of Spanish dominion it was tlhe ing dropped all social engagements
the discoverer of Pike's Peak, who (policy of the crown to confine the and are being seasoned by a life of GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
started in 1805 and who was the sec- tirade of Mexico to Spain, but upon, much riding and golf and healthful
ond American to enter Santa Fe. At the success of the revolutionists the ' outdoor exercise. It was just a gen-- !
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
SELLING DATES
the time his small force entered Span- New Mexican section of that territory eral bracing up they wanted and
to the United States, and the j termined to test tne theory lately
ish territory New Mexico was much
Dates of Sal a
excited over rumors of the proposed Santa Fe Trail became crowded with so much exploited that fasting and
a expedition of Aaron Burr against caravans transporting goods valued the simple life out doors fortifies the
Mexico, and the people of Santa Fe all the way from $5,000 to $200,000 system against most bodily ills. The
looked upon Pike and his party as in- each. A writer long since said:
Return Limit
weights of the young women at the
vaders who were connected with the
beginning of the test were:
Calico at $3 a Yard.
rumored movement to capture the
"The coarsest calico was sold to the Miss MacKellar, 102 pounds; Miss
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
country, although the object of Qiis Mexicans at $3 a
yard, and other goods Townsend, 126, and Mrs. Trask, 125.
Call on addr is.
small party of twenty-fiv- e
men was In
These enormous profits
proportion.
Plenty of water to drink has been
to reconnoiter the Spanish
frontier induced other merchants to seek this all
have allowed themselves
H. S, LUTzI Asrent
and to conciliate
the Pawnee and;distant market, and this led to the sincethey
Santa Fe, N. M.
the fast started. All of them inwuuiaiiune inuiaii nines m uie intersist that the fast so fair has been
est of the United States. Construct(Continued on Page Seven.)
a small stockade on what he coning
PASO
and SOUTHWESTERN
and EL
sidered American territory, he occupied it and hoisted the national emLeaves El Paso' 8 00 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe 8,45 a. in.
blem. The stockade was surrounded
Arrives Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
Arrives El Paso 10,40 p. JSu.
a considerable force of Spanish solby
Close connections at El Paso for points in Califordiers and the party made prisoners,
nia, Southern New Mexico and Ariz 01 a
being taken to Santa Fe as being inALL POINTS EAST
vaders connected with the Burr conspiracy.
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Old sores remain open and chronic ulcers refuse to heal because they are
Arrives Kansas City 5,50 p. m, next day
"As
the
in the blood. This imentered
palgovernor's
they
kept constantly irritated and infected by impurities
Arrives Chicago 8.20 a. m. 2nd day
A long spell of decauses.
comes
various
from
circulation
of
tiie
a
were
looked
ace," says
writer, "they
purity
World's Sunday Schoo
E. P. & S W and Rock Island trains carry Sleepupon as 'wild Americans,' being dress- bilitating sickness, which breeds disease germs in the system, the retention of
condition of the eliminative
a
of
because
of
the
mattes
sluggish
refuse
body
Chair
Cars.
and
or
in
blaned,
undressed,
moccasins,
ing
malarial state of health, inherited bad blood, etc., are usConvention,
ket coats, leggings, buckskin panta- members, a continued
For Information regarding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
whatever the cause of the infected circulation, the sore
But
responsible.
ually
coats
and
Call at City Ollice Iaughlin Elk. or Phone 145foxskin
leather
loons,
caps, or ulcer CANNOT heal until the blood is purified. S. S. S. heals sores and ulcers
May 19th-26t- h
No trouble to answer'questlons.
with not a hat in the party. The in the very
way. It Just goes into the circulation and removes the imsimplest
J. G. EADS
prisoners were taken to Chihuahua, purities and polluted matter which are the means of keeping the sore open; then
and thence escorted through Coahuila the sore is bound to heal. S. S. S. is the finest of all blood purifiers, and not only
City Freight & Fassenger Agent.
ROUND TRIP
and Texas to the town of Natchitoch- does it cleanse the circulation but it adds the necessary healing qualities to the
ulcers.
cure
sores
and
Salves,
to
nature
assists
in
and
this
quickly
freewhere
way
secured
their
blood,
es, La.,
they
From SANTA FE, N. M.
dom. In the party was a Dr. Robin- - washes, lotions, etc., can do no permanent good toward healing an old sore because
DATES OP SALE
be
blood.
These
external
may
the
reach
not
applications
nd merchants; good everywhere. We lson' wno had come out for the special such treatment does
The New Mextca.. Printing Com-janmust begin at the bottom, and this is just
MAY
the
and
but
healing
14, 15, 16, 17,
cleansing,
soothing
due
S. S. S. does by first purifying the blood, and then furnishing nourishment
has on hand a large supply ot will sell them at 5 cents la book form. PUrP0Se of collecting the money
limit June 15th.
Return
the merchant, Morrison, from the what
to all the flesh tissues. Book on Sores and Ulcers free to all who
If you are in need of anything, try Frenchman, Lelond, who was seen at and health
pads and tablets suitable for school
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL
write and request it.
work, the desk, and also for lawyers a New Mexican Want Ad.
Santa Fe but declined to disgorge."
THE WAY.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.

sfk,
F$r?$ky

now-defun-

pMiSr

El Paso

Southwestern

The Best Route

I

System

East or West

$55.00

HOTEL ARRIVALS

EUGENE
FOX,
G.F.&P.

Low Summer

Tourist Rates

j

hun-losin- g

To Many other points
the United States

and Canada.

THE

DENVER &

1ffers

GRANDE R. R

May 23, 24, 25

3

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

Santa Fe

J

""veo

FROM

SANTA FE, NEW

MEXICO

-

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

.
$75110 bantare

i

March 1st. to April 15th

May 14 to 19, 1910

June 5th. 1910

VIA

ewRJexico Central

I

PERMANENTLY HEALS

SORES & ULCERS

WASHINGTON

$68.10

D. C.

,

FRIDAY, MAY

JUDGE

1910.
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Addressed the School Children Today Love That Is Not
Surpassed by Any Mortal Being What America Owes
to Her Patriotic Womanhood.
merits of the fathers of the Revolution, and I yield to no man in admiration and love for them but. what
about the mothers of the He volution?
What were they doing while the fathers were fighting the British eneinv?
Ah, the ever faithful mothers were at
home, working in the fields, tending
the cattle, and caring for the families: while their heavy hearts were
breaking with fear and anxiety for
in the battle
the soldier husbands
field. But who can tell of the weary
days, the sleepless nights they passed
for the
wailing, praying, weeping
dear one, who, alas, in many cases
never returned to cheer the loved
ones at home then, oh, the pity of it.
sadly they mourned their widowed
lives away until God in His mercy
took them to meet (let us fondly hope)
their long lost ones in heaven. And
this is true of every war in which we
have been engaged. The superb mothers and fathers suffered often, in poverty, hardship, wounds and death, and
we are enjoying the liberty for which
sacrifices.
they made such sublime
God bless their sacred memories!
Please pardon me for relating a few
personal incidents.
Sixty years ago
I looked my last look at my saintly
mother, but I can yet see the dear
face as she waved her
last farewell to the son she was never
to see more in this world but I think
of her and pray for her every day
just as if she had left me yesterday.
The republic will never be in danger
so long as it has patriotic mothers
to rely on it is absolutely safe in
their hands. During the Spanish war
some members of our family were
talking about its progress, when the
dear little mother (God rest her beloved soul) said: "There are six men
in this family and surely we owe one
to our country and John you are not
doing anything at present, and you
ought to go." John obeyed the suggestion of his mother, and volunteered
at once in the Rough Rider regiment.
The day the boys left Santa Fe for the
front, mother and other members of
the family went to see them off, and
bid them God speed, as she kissed her
boy adieu, I knew her heart was crushed with sorrow, but her eyes were
dry until he passed out of sight, then
she wept like a child. And there are
millions of mothers as true, and brave
and devoted to the interests of America. God bless them all. Now my
dear children, a few words to you and
I will close.
The Decalogue contains
this commandment: "Honor thy father and thy mother that thou mayest
be long lived upon the land which
the Lord thy God giveth thee!" Surely, my dear children, you obey this
sacred commandment, which was given to Moses, amid the thunders and
lightnings of Mount' Sinai. Ofter your
fathers are away earning a subsistence for you, but the precious mother
is always with you she is the guardian angel of the household, see to it
well, then, that you scrupulously obey
her orders, she will never bid you do
wrong, for her heart is wrapped up in
you, and if you are as faithful to her
as she is to you, peace, contentment
and happiness will be your lot. You
will never appreciate what a blessing
she is with you, never bring a tear to
her eyes nor a pang to her heart,
never contradict her, for she knows
far better than you possibly can, what
is good for you; and in all your after
life her gracious presence will be with
you urging you to do good and avoid
evil.

YEARS

The following lines from the Pope
are so appropriate to our subject that
I give them to you to carry home
with you:

OSI0WTH
Holly

the tender office long engage
the cradle of reposing age;
With lenient arts extend a mother's
"Me let
To rock

breatJh ;
Make languor smile, and smooth the
bed of death;
Compound
the thought, explain the askExplore
"Words are
,tiss.
ing eye,
im to express what
(
Twondenui mea-V- And keep awhile one parent from the
shave done for
sky."
. .
e doctors said
?
i
and
I
tumor,
EARLY COMMERCE
1
operation,
jji
WITH SANTA FE.
bad
hs; was soon as

w by Lydia E. Pink
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Jnasever.I wrote
(Continued From Page Six.)
toyouforadvice.and
uegan to tane lyaia
E. Pinkham's Veg innovation of wagons. Up to
etable Compound
goods were transported by pack
as you told me to.
now the caravans consistdo. I am glad to mules; but
not
ed
of mules, but of wagons,
only
say that now I look
and feel so well that my mends keep known as 'Dearhorn carriages' and
asking me what has helped me so drawn by from twelve to sixteen pairs
much, and I gladly recommend your of mules. The common starting point
Vegetable Compound." Mrs.Willie was Independence, Mo. Owing to the
Edwakds, Holly Springs, Miss.
scarcity of mules, oxen were gradual
One of the greatest triumphs of
ly substituted, and, to the surprise of
ComLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
the teamsters, they found that oxen
pound is the conquering of woman's would do
tumor. If you have
equally as well, did not kick
dread enemy
as
were cheaper and istrong-er- ;
ulceraand
much
pains,inflammation,
mysterious
so the mules were returned to the
tion or displacement, don't wait for
time to confirm your fears and go plow. The Independence route was
a hospital opera- on a direct line of the
through the horrorsE.ofPinkham's
emigration to
Vegetion, but try Lydia once.
Oregon and of the Rocky mountain
at
table compound
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's traders and trappers."
A
of
caravans,
Vegetable Compound, made from roots whichdescription fromthese
to
twenty-fivcontained
and herbs.has beenthestandardremedy
for female ills, and such unquestion- one hundred wagons, as given by an
able testimony as the above proves the eye witness, is quite novel in these
value of this famous remedy, and days of fast freight railway trains
should give everyone confidence.
advice from the Atlantic to the Pacific:
If you would like special
"Each caravan elected a captain
confidenabout your case write a
supreme and nev
tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham, at whose authority was
Mass. Her advice is free, er questioned. Each proprietor fur
tiiid always helpful.
nished him with a list of men, wagons.
lie
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Lard Has Been in Existence a
Long Time-- So Has Indigestion

r

Human nature is hard to solve.

People who are most particular about
of
their wearing apparel to the season and its conditions,
jadapting the weight
.who never think of going out in a storm without an umbrella and rubbers.
who would not sit in a draft, will day after day eat
d
food and not
realize for an instant that it is clogging their whole inner machinery. Lard
is produced from hog fat, sometimes Dure, always indigestible.
Cottolene is the best frying and shortening medium in the world. It is
maae irom rennea cottonseed oil. Prom Lofton field to
Kitchen human hands never touch the oil from which
Cottolene is made. Everything in Cottolene is digestible
and conducive to health.
lard-soake-

j

COTTOLENE is Guaranteed

Your grocer is hereby authorized to
refund your money in case you are

not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.

Never Sold in Olllk

0,l0ene 's packed jn pails with an
keep it clean, fresh and wholesome,
from catc hing dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
:

top to
and prevent it

air-tig-

5

FOR RENT
McKc-nzi-

pre-fTiv-

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
thr-Sant-

WANTED One A No. 1 carpenter
and cabinet maker,
at once. Best
Also several thousand
watt'S.
old
adobies. Inquire .1. L. Xusbaum, Old
Palace Buildinu'.
To more thoroughly introduce our
choicest, garden eeds we offer 10 full
five cents packages for 10c, postage
paid :
1
Giant Russian Sunflower
5i,
1 Mammoth Flat
Dutch Cabbage,
1
1

1
1
1

white-covere-

d

j

I

I

W

d

I

raw

v

i

II

m

ly westward from Independence, Mo.,
to the mountains of Colorado,
and
thence south to Taos, about 175 miles

S

Golden Self Bleaching Celery

5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
n

5c
5c
50c

1

G

x

trade."

F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
STOLE A MULE,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
GETS FIVE YEARS.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
Santiago Pelles Begins Long Sentence
in Penitentiary Fourteen Other
Restoration to Enrty of Lands in NaConvicts Arrive.
tional Forest.
Because he stole a mule Santiago
Pelles has begun a five year sentence
in the penitentiary here. He arrived
with fourteen other prisoners from
Dona Ana county. One of the prisoners was a woman. The fifteen prisoners were brought to the city by
Sheriff Lucero of Las Cruces, and
several of his deputies.
It is noticeable in studying the
crimes of several of the prisoners
that more than one charged with assault with intent to kill escaped with
the punishment of one year in the
penitentiary. There is one prisoner
who is convicted of assault with intent to rape and he is also punished
with one year in the penitentiary. The
following is a list of the prisoners
and their crimes:
One Year Each.
Maximinio Mador, larceny.
Ezekiel Rodriguez, assault with intent to kill.
Francisco Ortiz, assault, armed with
a deadly weapon.
Teodoro Salsito, assault with intent
to rape.
Maximiliano Ramirez, wife beating,
Jose Gil, larceny of a horse.
Candelaria Aguilla, assault to kill.
One to Two Years.
Fernando Flores, larceny.
,

i vr

& CO.

Black Spanish Winter Radish
Cuban Queen Watermelon
Best Sugar Parsnip
Purple Top Globe Turnip..
Acme Late Tomato
Hubbard Squash
Rocky Ford Cantaloupe Musk-melo-

This excellent assortment valued at
north of Santa Fe, but subsequently half dollar for 10c.
another trail was considerably used
With every order our 50 nare cata
a route afterward followed substanti- logue sent free. If you will send with
ally by the Santa Fe railway, but the your order names of five of vour
favorite "old" Santa Fe Trail was friends who would be
interested, we
along the Arkansas, then across the will send you a package of flower
Cimarron, thence to Wagon
Mound,
eeds for each name.
and from there to Las Vegas, San MiE. Wr. FEE,
guel and Santa Fe. The author of the
W. Lead Ave.,
article in the New York Evening Post
Albuquerque. N. M.
previously referred to, in noting the
rise, progress and final ending of the
Albert Arellano, assault to kill.
caravan trade, says:
More Than Two Years.
"The merchandise of the pioneer
C. 11. Currie, burglary, 3 years.
in
the Santa Fe trade,
pack train
A. L. Lane, burglary, 3 to 5 years.
which entered Santa Fe in 1S.S2. was
Seferino Morales, assault with invalued at $15,000. The train consisted
to kill, 3 to 5 years.
tent
of seventy men, of whom sixty were
Santiago Pelles, larceny of a mule,
merchants or owners of merchandise.
The following year the caravan was o years.
Jesus Adopaca larceny of cattle, 2
smaller, and in the next it. was larg5 years.
to
er, twenty-siwagons being used. The
Clemente
.uajor, assault to kill. 3
expedition of 1X26 consisted of sixty
years.
wagons, a hundred men and a cargo
valued at $90,000. The noted ArkanDeafness Cannot Be Cured
sas expedition of 1S39 was valued at
$250,000, and had thirty wagons and by local applications, as they cannot
250 men. The expedition of 1S43 was reach the diseased portion of the ear.
valued at $450,000, had 230 wagons There is only one way to cure deaf
and the cargo was owned by 30 men. ness, and that is by constitutional
It had an escort of government remedies. Deafness is caused by an
troops."
inflamed condition of the mucous linWhile not so stated, the probabili- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
ties are that this was the expedition this tube is inflamed you have a rumbthe Texans endeavored to intercept. ling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Continuing, the writer above quoted, when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
remarks that:
the result, and unless the inflamma
"The cargoes had amounted to about tion can be taken out and this tube re
$5,000,000 during these years, and up- stored to its normal condition, hear
on this valuation the merchants, no ing will be destroyed forever; nine
doubt, realized a profit of four or five cases out of ten are caused by Ca
times that amount. The caravan of tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam1846, when Santa Fe was taken by the ed condition of the mucous surface.
Americans, consisted of 414 wagons
We will give One Hundred Dollars
and a cargo valued at $2,000,000. After for any case of Deafness (caused by
this war the Santa Fe Trail was but catarrh) that cannot be cured
by
a procession
of "prairie schooners' Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirloaded with goods for the Santa Fe
culars, free.

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley's Kidney Pill3 purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

St.

TO RENT A well furnished fro it
room with use of bath. Lady
Inquire at office.

1

The expedition, consisting of about
one hundred and ninety adventurous spirits, set out under command of
Colonel Snively. Of the expedition
John Henry Brown says:
"They followed the old Chihuahua
trail till assured of being west of the
one hundredth meridian, then due
carried.
north, passing along the base of the
"Cotton velvets and domestic cot- Wichita
mountains, and on the 27th
ton were principally in demand. Be- of
May encamped on the southwest
sides these, provisions were carried bank of the Arkansas.
for the teamsters, such as bacon, cof"It: was known before they started
fee, sugar, etc. The captain gave the
a Mexican train of great value
that
command 'All set!' and the long, snailwould pass from Independence
to
caravan
like,
began Santa Fe some time
the
during
spring,
moving, usually in parallel columns of
three or four, the teamsters cracking and, inas the route for a long distance
Texas, it was considered legitheir whips, the sound somewhat like lay
timate
prey. They soon learned from
the rattle of musketry.
some men from Bent's Fort that 000
"At night the wagons were wheeled Mexican
troops were waiting above to
into a hollow square, serving as a escort the caravan from
the Ameridefense against Indians and a corral can boundary to Santa Fe.
Snively
for the stock. When the caravan was
kept out, scouts and sought to recruit
wit hitt two hundred miles of Santa his horses.
Fe, runners went ahead to notify the
"On the 20th of June a ponton of
natives of its near approach, so that the
command had a fight with a dethey could have their money in readi tachment of the
prisoners, including
ness. These runners were generally
wounded, without, losing a
the proprietors, or their agents, of j eighteen
man, and securing a fine supply of
wagon loads of goods. They also had
to fix the custom house officials of horses, saddles and arms. On the 24th
three hundred Indians suddenly
Taos. The caravan was met, by the
but, seeing Snively's strength,
Mexican escort, which accompanied
it to Santa Fe to prevent smuggling. professed friendship.
"The long delay created great disAs the wagons wound their way down
the steep hills to the ancient city of content and when scouts came in on
Santa Fe, her little brass cannon sent the 28th and reported no discovery of
fort a weak salute, the muleteers the caravan a separation took place.
cheered and there was great excite- Seventy of the men, selecting Captain
as their commander
ment and confusion over the extraord- Eli Chandler
on the 29th.
for
home
started
event.
The
the
wagoners spent
inary
"Snively, furnishing his wounded
days and evening at the numerous
fandangoes, while the merchants were prisoners with horses to ride and the
others with a limited number of guns
disposing of their stock.
defense against the Indians, and
for
"Custom house duties were about
such
provisions as he could spare, set
100 per cent, and for a few years Govwhole party at liberty. Whereup- the
ernor Armijo exacted a duty of $")()() fT Yta nif rYi a A onnt Iwm n .v,
,
,,
on each wagon load, irrespective of
to
river
the
await
the
caravan, per- the amount of the goods or their up
confident
he
was west of
that
fectly
value. The merchants then used on j
the one hundredth meridian, and, be-- '
and
the
the
ly
bought
largest wagons
on the southwest side of the Ar
finest goods. This caused the gover- ing
the boundary line from the
kansas,
nor to revise his schedule."
meridian to its source, therefore in
The returning caravans were not so Texas. By a captured Mexican he
large, many of the wagons being sold. learned that the caravan was not, far
The return cargo consisted of special distant, escorted by 196 United States
silver bullion, gold dust, furs, buffalo dragoons, commanded by Captain Philrobes, wool and Mexican blankets. A ip St. George Cooke. On June 30
they
wagon load was about eight thousand were discovered by the scouts, and
pounds, and the westward trip occu- found to have also two pieces of arpied about seventy or eighty days, tillery. Cooke soon appeared, crossthe home trip about half that time. ed the river, despite the
protestations
Among the early traders was Cap of Snively that he was on Texas soil,
tain John A. Sutter, who established and planted his guns so as to rake the
himself in business in Santa Fe in camp. He demanded an uncondition1836 but proceeded to California later al
surrender, and there was no other
and built a fort on the Sacramento alternative.
river, where he set up a sawmill and
"Cooke allowed them to retain ten
where the first gold discovery was guns for the 107 men
present, commade by one of his millwrights named pelled to travel at least 400 miles
Marshall. He died a few years since
through a hostile Indian country, within Pennsylvania in reduced circum- out a human habitation. But their sitstances.
uation was not so desperate as he inAwakening to the importance of the tended for a majority of the men, betraffic, the Mexicans attempted to es fore it was too late buried their rifles
tablish a trade of their own. Armijo, and double-barreleshotguns in the
the governor of the province, and sand mounds and meekly surrendered
otners being interested in the ven to Cooke the short escopetas they had
ture. The people of Texas desired to captured from the Mexicans."
retaliate upon the New Mexicans for
The two parties of Texans finally
the capture of what was known as the reunited and again pursued the MexiSanta Fe expedition, which has pre- can caravan, but, finding the escort
viously been noted In these columns too strong, abandoned the enterprise,
and as a result early in 1843 Colonel and after many privations made .their
Jacob Snively of the Texan army, ap- way home. When the news of the explied for permission to raise men and pedition reached St. Louis the press
of of that place bitterly denounced
proceed to the upper boundaries
the
Texas and capture a valuable train Texans as robbers and pirates. No
owned by Governor Armijo and other further attempts to capture Mexican
New Mexicans, which was expected, trains were made during the existence
to be on the route to Santa Fe some j of Texas as a republic.
time during the spring of that year. 1 The first Santa Fe Trail was direct

for
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FOR RENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
a' 2I San Francisco street.

1

e

rooms furnished

WANTED Fancy
dress making
and plain sewing at 331 San Francisco St.

1

etc. The caravan was divided into
divisions of from ten to twenty-fivwagons, each in charge of a lieutenant,
whose duty it was to inspect the roads
ahead, construct bridges, etc. Sentinels stood guard day and night, and,
in addition to the usual
armament,
several small cannon were generally

3

sleeping or light housekeeping,

asure header

Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
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Mother's Day was observed this afternoon by the school children who
gathered in the high school auditorium
to carry out an interesting program.
The program was opened with a song
by the school followed by the reading of Governor Mills' proclamation
by Rogers Fiske.
Miss Aitnee Wittman followed with
the reading of the circular letter sent
the schools by the department of education. The fourth number of the program was music by the Glee Club and
this number was well applauded. Then
followed fhe address of the orator of
the afternoon, the Hon. .fudge Morrison of this city. The judge paid a
touching tribute to motherhood and
concluded with some beautiful verses
the judge,
following
from Pope.
A. Wood made some
J.
Superintendent
remarks appropriate to the occasion.
The program was closed with a song
by the school children.
The Judges Address.
Judge Morrison's address was as
follows:
Mr.
Superintendent. Ladies and
Ye have
Gentlemen, Dear Children:
assembled here today in obedience to
the call of our Honorable Governor,
to give expression to our sentiments
of fondest love for our precious mothers. Mother, mother, there is no
earthly word so sweet, so tender, so
loving as that which every child cherishes with undying affection. Father,
sister, brother, sweetheart, are phrases of fond endearment and holy love;
but the gracious name of mother is
the tenderest of all. A mother's love
for her children is so close akin to the
love of God as to be almost synonymous therewith. A good Irish priest
describes that gentle love so beautifully that I quote it for your edification. He says: "There is something
altogether supernatural in a mother's
love. It is the strongest reminder we
have of God's boundless mercy. It is
so weak, yet so powerful, so patient
and so persistent; it has such a superb contempt for the logic of facts,
and the sequence of sin and punishment, it is so ready to turn vice into
the faintest
virtue, and to accept
turning from sin as the promise of
high perfection, it is so faithful, so
perfect, so unselfish, so true, that, next
after a saint's love for God, it is the
best thing our earth can show." How
beautiful, yet Ihow true this is, every
man, woman and child among us has
tested the dear mother's patience by
misconduct of some kind and how well
we must remember the almost angelic smile with which she hailed the
least sign of repentance on our part
how the dear arms clasped us to her
tender heart, as she kissed away the
tears from our little cheeks. Almost
6,000 years have passed away since
God created the world, but in the dark
days of paganism, women (as a rule)
were regarded as mere toys or slaves;
and it was not until the Incarnate God
took Himself a pure Virgin Mother
that the gentlest, purest half of humanity assumed its rightful station in
our hearts and homes. Now, we, in
America, can truly say: "The hand
that rocks the cradle rules the state."
We often hear of the mighty achieve- -
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NOTICE Is hereby (riven that the lands
described below, embracing 231,80 ncres.
within the Jeinez and Man.ano National
Forests, New Mexico, will be
to
settlement and entry under the subject
provisions
of the homestead law s of the United States
and the act of June 11 lints (34 Stat. 233). at the
United States land offieeat Santa Ke, New
Mexico, on June 30, 1910. Any settler who
was actually and In (rood faith claiming any
of said lands for agricultural purposes
prior
to January 1, 1906. and lias not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make a
homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were listed upon the
applications of the persons mentioned
below, who have a
right subject
to the prior rightpreference
of any such settler,
such
settlor or applicant
provided
Is
qualified to make homestead entry
and the preference right is exercised
prior to June 30. 1910, on which date the
lands will be subject to settlement and
entry by any qualified person. The lands
are as follows: The H'4 of SKM of HV
ofSK'i.theSKHof SVW, of NYVV4 of SVM,
the NKM of SWV of SK'4 the K'
of N WV( of S WVi of SFVi. the NVJ of SKH
ofSWM of SKM.the NK'j of SWH of SW'4
of SWM of SK'i. Sec. 2. T, 18 N. R. 3 K.
30 acres application of Hipo-lit- o
N. M.
Lucero of .lemez Springs,
New
3 424.
A tractof 69 30
T,tst
Mexico:
acres within Sec, 9. T. 19 N., R. s.
K- described by metes and bounds as
follows: Beginning at corner No, 1. a lime-- ,
stone marked , whence the northwest
corner of Sec. 16, T. 19 N .. K. 3 K bears W
25.14 chains: extending thence N. 25 K 46.16
chains; thence N. 78W f . 23.88 chains:
thence S. 8" K.11.36 chains: thence 8. 78V4"
W. 25.79 chains: thence S. 30 E.30 chains:
thence S, 88' 30' V 20.10 chains to the
of beginning, Variation 13M K, Said place
tract
was listed upon the application of B. P,
Freelove. of Jeniez. Springs New Mexico:
The VM of SKVt of NW4. the
SWViof
EH of NAVV4, the N'j of SK'4 of
NVV the SWV4 of SE4 of NW4.
Sec 18 T. 12 N-- R.:6. K.. 60 acres, apof Ramon Chavez, of i'lacitas.
plication
New Mexico. List
The NK'i of SWH
of SWH of NVy4, the KV4 of NWtS
of NWH, th NEW of SWV4 of
!!.fSV'?,
NWH. the NWVi of SKH of NWH, the
SM of NKV. of SKH of NWVi, the XWH
of NWH of SWH of NKV. the SWH
of Lot 2 (or the SWH of NWH of NKH. the
SWH of SKH of Lot 2, the NH of SKH of
Lot 2. the K1 of NKH of Lot 2, the SKH of
Lot 3 (or the SEH of NKH of NWH. the
WV4 of NKH of Lot 3. Sec. 1, T. 20 N .,
K. 1 K , 72.50 acres application of .I. L.
of Monte Vista, Colorado; List
S;X- - PROUDKIT, Assistant Commissioner
of the General Land Office, Approved April
11. 1910, FRANk FIKRCK, First Assistant
Secretary of the Tnterlor.
H-l-

Mc-lani- el

rllt:"c
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Minor City Topes
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

20 to 60c a dz

Sava 1 da wrappers front our Oranges send
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., ulci get a nice
Silver 'Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in
PlBI!

Ill

F. ANDREWS

PiOBfi NO.

(Continued From Page fwo.)
PER BOX,
STRAWBERRIES,
AT HAYWARD'S MARKET.
The best of everything in candies
know wuert r iscuei s.
lyou
'
Caused by the Comet The thick
haze hat enshrouded Santa Fe and the
unusual sultriness was ascribed by the
superstitious to Halley's comet.
Train Late Again Although
on time at Lamy, Santa Fe trains
Xos. and 10 were over an hour late
getting into Santa Fe.
The Clarendon Gardens are reaay to
supply white carnations for '"Moth-

er's

Day."
Have a Son A son was horn this
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Plom-teau- x

4.

iSJSS'

SPECIAL
SALE

EMBROIPERIES

LACES

SPECIAL
SALE

e have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and

i

FRIDAY, MAY

ves county at Its first report. The
following arrests lhave been made:
Henry Foster and Elmer R. Wickham
charged with forgery; Tomas Martinez Marcos Corona and Seferina Orue-los- ,
charged with stealing horses from
Pragcr Miller; and Jack Padget and
John Hart, charged with larceny of
beef.
Postmaster Charged With EmbezzlementHarry E. Kelly, postmaster at
Linn, Colfax county, who was indicted
by the grand jury at Las Vegas on a
money order
charge of embezzling
funds to the extent of about. $3,000,
was taken to the Meadow City by Y.
A Cassman, a deputy Lmted States
marshal. Kelly was arrested in Colorado and the U. S. marshal of that
state sent him to the U. S. marshal
at Albuquerque and he was held in the
county jail awaiting the action of the
San Miguel county grand jury which
convened Monday.

at their home on Manhattan
Both mother and sou are doing FIRST CUTTING OF
ALFALFA IS COMPLETED.
Buy candy now while it is in good
Meets at
Roads Committee
Good
condition. At Fischer Drug Co.'s.
Deming and is Determined to
Telephone to Glorieta The long
Advance the Cause.
distance telephone service to Glorieta
is now available, and the New Mexi
Deming, X. M., May 13. John Hand
can yesterday had the first message finished cutting his alfalfa yesterday.
from W. M. Tabor. A switchboard has It made a ton and a quarter to the
been put in and will connect with the acre. This alfalfa was planted last
forest service line up the Pecos.
August and this is the first cutting..
The good roads committee of the
A real estace
Buys Banana Farm
...m
man of this city stated today mat miss ciwmua w
who hasisiastic meeting yesterday forenoon.
CnwnerthwaitP
Trinrn
nmvci herself" tnv ha a Kiiecessfnl farm- - Various roads and their needs were
1"
er on the Tesuque Park ranch has pur- discussed at great length. It is the de-- i
chased a banana plantation in South- termination of this committee to do
ern Mexico. She will spend some everything in its power to better the
weeks in this city before leaving for roads of Luna county. Three members
to
of the committee were delegated
Old Mexico.
Free bowling on Sunday, Monday make a tour o inspection of several
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
important roads and report at the next
attention
Train Load
of Automobiles Ar- - meeting what roads need
of the prob
a
estimate
first
and
rough
rangements have been made to run a
able cost of putting them in first class
special train from Chicago to Bars-to- condition.
Calif., over the Santa Fe, leaving
Mrs. Wm. H. Harrison, who lives
Chicago Thursday or Friday of this
miles south of Xondale, is in the
four
week, containing 30 of the new 50 foot
at Deming, having undergone
hospital
from
cars, loaded with automobiles
a severe operation yesterday morning.
Flint, Mich., for Los Angeles and San
She is in a critical condition,
Francisco.
Miss Anna Phillips, whose leg was
Just received by express this mornbroken
recently by a fall into a forty-- ;
ing a fresh supply of Allegretti candy.
foot
well, is improving,
Fischer Drug Co.
S. G. Boyd, while doing some car
Mr. Read's Book in Press Attorpentering about his place, suffered a
ney B. M. Read's book "Resena
severe accident, being struck in the
Sinoptica de la Guerra
eye with a nail. It is doubtful if the
will shortly be issued
eye can be saved at all. He left this
from the presses of the New Mexico afternoon for El Paso to
put himself
Printing Company. The price of each under the care of a specialist.
copy will be $2.50 and any one wishing
maThere is a dearth of
a copy of the book may obtain same by
the
in
chines
surrounding
country
remitting the price to the office of the
New Mexican. The book will be placed Deming. The outfits that are here are
conon sale as soon as it comes from the being worked overtime and have
ahead.
tracts
farmers
months
Many
Mr. Read will follow the
bindery.
book with another large work, which who were desirous of installing plants
this season are unable to do se bewill be an
history of New cause
they have been unable 'to get
Mexico.
wells drilled.
Nineteen True Bills By Grand Jury
Xineteen true bills were returned
STRAWBERRIES, 10c PER BOX,
by the territorial grand jury for Cha- - AT HAYWARD'S MARKET.
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PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
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Perfect Cooking

Cool Kitchen

housewife with
of
tThe
W woman who knows how

the
to

exoerience

.

H

cook

finds, after
cal tests and hard trials,
the New Perfection Oil
Cook-Stov- e
is her idea of

what a good

street.
well.

it

i

cook-stov- e

really ought to be.
She finds it requires less
attention, costs less to op- erate, and cooks all food
better than any other stove
she has ever tried.
She finds the New Perfection oven bakes and
roasts perfectly. The

?

?

i

Oil. Ck-ist-e
has a Cabinet Top with a shelf for keeping plates and food hot.
towel racks.

There are drop shelves for coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled
enamel chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
It has long turquoise-blu- e
bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners ; the Z and
stoves can be had with or
without Cabinet.
CAUTIONARY NOTE : Be sore yon jet this stove-s- ee
reads " NEW PERFECTION."
that the

i..

designs.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

10c

M.

name-plat-

e

Every dealer everywhere; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
to the nearest agency of the

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
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FUGENIO ROMERO
BER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

j

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

TOMAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

His-torici-

Mexico-Am-

ericana"

well-drillin- g

SATISFACTION

FIRST CLASS

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
E

For Hire at
Popular Prices

Buggies and Saddle Horses
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IMMIGRATION CONTINUES
UNDER CARLSBAD PROJECT.
Carlsbad, X. M., May 13. Public improvements in the county are progressing very well under direction of
the present board of county commissioners. The roads and bridges have
been receiving especial attention the
past few months. The bridges across
the Pecos, one at Carlsbad, and the
other near Artesia are completed. A
bridge across Black River is about
ready. Another bridge is in course
of

construction across the Penasco;

while many similar bridges are also
are
being put in. The highways
being improved all over the county,
the biggest road undertaking at the
present time being the croads across
the plains to the Texas line. Automobile lines are now in operation to
the plains. A contract for a mail line
from Carlsbad to Knowles, Monument
has
Lovington, Hobbs and Roberts
and
let
service
will
(been
begin
July
'
1st.
Immigration has continued without
I
interruption, yet there is still a con

siderable acreage of land under the
Carlsbad project on the market. The
Pecos Water Users' Association, the
organization of farmers under the project, have considered for some time
ways and means for inducing more
first class farmers to locate under the
project. This campaign has (resulted
in that the land agents have all got
together and from now on they will
use every effort to increase the immigration. It is a desire of the Water
Users that land under the project with
water should be. in nse before the end
of the present irrigation season.
It
has been demonstrated that the pro
ject is all right; the first payment of
building charges (have been met and
the outlook for the future is very
It is Important for You to Know
The news of Santa Fe for the city is
the capitol of the Territory and matters of great importance are transHence the wide
acted in this city
awake man or woman reads Santa
at
Fe's daily newspaper.
Subscribe
once for the New Mexican if you
haven't your name already on the roll.
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2000 Pamphlets Mailed to Good Dressers
Read Them

"MAY WE
TAILOR YOU?"

Good Tailoring has been the making of many a Man.
A man always succeeds better always get more of the
things he goes after when he is well tailored, than when

he is carelessly dressed.

4

7 1

MAKING CLOTHES

IS

A TRADE!

GOOD TAILORING

IS

AN ART!

Our sort of Tailoring wins and holds the patronage of
the best Dressers in this locality We win by the force
of the merit of our work; Our Cutter is an Artist and
our tailors are the most skillfull craftsmen that money
M!M; isMtej

r

can employ.
With-a- ll

our prices are not unreasonable when we say

$18.00, $22.50, $25.00 $27.50
$30.00, $32.50 and $35.00
for suits or overcoats of the newest patterns in all wool

fabrics, and styles.

These Prices will run for H

days
only

COME EARLY AND TAKE FIRST CHOICE

'i

